
From the editor— Bruce Dyer December 2008 

OOO n December 17, 1903, near Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, they made the world's first flight in a 
powered, heavier-than-air machine. With Orville at the controls, the plane flew 120 feet in 12 
seconds. The brothers made three more flights that day. The longest, by Wilbur was 852 feet in 59 

seconds. In subsequent flights of the Wright Flyer 3, a bag of sand was carried in the right hand seat to 
simulate the weight of a second person. By May 14, 1908, they had made 20 modestly successful flights 
and decided it was time to carry a real passenger. So they offered  Charley Furnas, their part time me-
chanic, the right hand seat. Charley was chosen for good reason. They needed his mechanical skills. The 
short flights made between May 6 and May 14 suggested that the engine might overheat if it was allowed 
to run for a long time with two people aboard, and it needed to be monitored. The Wright pilots would 
operate the aeroplane and Charley would operate the engine. So Charley in essence could be considered as 
the first on board Flight Engineer. 
     After 1908, there undoubtedly were many more instances of flights where an air mechanic or Flight 
Engineer was also a regular member of a crew. The first Flight Engineers were used on the U.S. Navy, NC 
Flying Boats. The first aircraft to fly across the Atlantic was the NC-4 in 1919 with a normal crew consist-

ing of commander/navigator, pilot, co-pilot and two engineers. Another aircraft where mention is made of a Flight Engineer was on the Ger-
man Dornier Do X. The Dornier Do X, when complete on July 12, 1929, was the largest, heaviest and most powerful aircraft in the world. 
Other examples of Flight Engineers are also well documented during the flying boat era of the early 40s  Fast forward to the 1940s - initial 
meetings to discuss a further aircrew category was held at the British Air ministry. The concept of flight engineering was expressed as follows; 
‘It is also desirable, with a view to obtaining the best possible performance from engines, to have someone watch  the engine instruments….. it 
is proposed that this duty should be undertaken by an additional member of the crew who would receive special training in running of the en-
gines’. And so in March 1941, the formal establishment of the Flight Engineer was enshrined in British Air Ministry order A190/41. 
     It is interesting to note the 190 numbers in the Ministry order A190/41. The official estab-
lishment of the RCAF Flight Engineer trade in April 1959 was categorized with the numbers 
091, the Air ministry’s numbers in reverse order - a coincidence - perhaps?   
     Since that first recorded flight 100 years ago in 1908, where Charley became the first Flight 
Engineer, the Flight Engineer trade has undergone monumental changes since the arrival of the 
computer age. No longer do we carry Flight Engineers on larger, multi engine aircraft fitting 
the description as outlined in the Wikipedia Free Encyclopedia; ‘A Flight Engineer is a cockpit 
crewmember of an aircraft and is usually third in command of that aircraft. His or her responsi-
bility is the technical operation of the aircraft and includes everything from fuel management 
to control of cabin temperature.  The Flight Engineer monitors all electro-mechanical systems 
of the aircraft and ensures that all systems are operating normally. Today, redundant computer 
systems have replaced the Flight Engineer and have brought down the cost of operating and 
aircraft down considerably’.  
     It is also interesting to note the absence of other cockpit crew members who became victims 
of computer systems. The radio operators and navigators positions have been eliminated as a result of this. The trend continues on in some of 
the more sophisticated military fighter aircraft now on the drawing boards where pilots will be eliminated in favour of UAV’s  (Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles). The G limit has become the limiting human factor where control of the next generation fighter aircraft would demand higher 
G load tolerances in the maneuvering of these craft. 
     The days of the Flight Engineer station or panel aboard larger aircraft as we knew it no longer exists. Although we still have Flight Engi-
neers onboard the C-130 and Aurora aircraft, they will no longer have a designated cockpit crew position on future replacement aircraft. As an 
example, our newly acquired CC-117 Globemaster III is manned by only two pilots and a loadmaster. Flight Engineers are still carried on 
smaller airframes such as helicopters and twin engine aircraft, and even though their duties are vastly different in contrast to those of the past, 
they are still a respected and valuable asset to have onboard an aircraft. 
     So now we look ahead to 2009, when we will celebrate the 50th Anniversary of the Flight Engineer trade 091 that was officially designated 
as an RCAF trade in 1959. It is expected that celebrations will be held across Canada in June 2009. See Trenton celebration details on page 9.  

Elimination of the flight engineer position 

Th e advent of computer technology, reliable software, and a desire by airlines to cut costs by reducing flight deck crew, has eliminated 
the requirement for flight engineers on modern airliners. The same general logic has led to the removal of the flight engineer position 

in many modern military aircraft. Flight engineers are a rare sight today. However older aircraft still flying today such as early model Boeing 
747s, the Boeing 727, the  Lockheed L1011, and the McDonnell Douglas DC-10 still require flight engineers. 
     Some air transport organizations refer to the flight engineer as a  second officer if he or she is also a pilot. On many commercial airliners, 
the flight engineer is third in command, after the captain and first officer. Some airlines treat the flight engineer position as the first of a three-
step promotion path for pilots (the two remaining steps being first officer and captain); others treat flight engineers as completely independent 
crew members, and in this latter case the engineers may have a strong technical and mechanical systems background instead of training as pi-

Boeing 747 200 Flight Engineer station. 
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lots. 
     On new generation two-man deck aircraft, sensors and computers monitor and adjust systems automatically. There is no onboard technical 
expert and third pair of eyes. If a malfunction, abnormality or emergency occurs, it will be displayed on an electronic display panel and the 
computer will automatically initiate corrective action to rectify the abnormal condition. One pilot does the flying, (PF), and the pilot not flying 
(PNF) will resolve the issue. The PNF has the additional workload of monitoring the pilot flying and carrying out his requested commands, 
doing the radio work and reading the checklists to ensure that the computer has done its job and that follow up procedures are accomplished as 
per checklists. Additionally, the PNF must complete the paperwork relevant to the problem. 
 
 

InInIn  the early days of aviation it was soon learned that as the size of the aircraft grew, so did the aircraft systems – fuel, oil, hydraulic, elec-
trical, propulsion, etc. One of the results of all this growth was the addition of 

many dials, gauges, levers, knobs and charts which demanded more and more of the 
pilot’s attention. 
     It thus became clear that on certain types of aircraft, piloting was more than a one-
man job. A pilot had only two hands and two eyes, and he had to fly the aircraft. It was 
impossible for him to do this and read and react to a multitude of dials, gauges and 
charts at the same time. He needed assistance. 
     The co-pilot gave him some help. Together they flew the aircraft, one keeping an 
eye on the gauges and extraneous duties while the other concentrated on the primary 
job of piloting. 
      But while aircraft were increasing in size and complexity, so was the need for 
maximum range, endurance, and reliability. One of the problems growing out of all 
these factors, especially in the case of the multi-engine transport and bomber aircraft, 
was the need for managing four or more high performance engines. The pilot and co-
pilot would be so busy just piloting these huge aircraft that they would not have time 
to manage the engines and systems in a safe and efficient manner. It was determined 
after exhaustive analysis that the factors involved were so complex that they required the services of a special “third man” in the cockpit 
trained in a new technical field called “Flight Engineering.” 
     The need for flight engineers was firmly established by Pan American Airways on their famous "Clipper” flying boats. Pan American Air-
ways pioneered the concept of scheduled trans-oceanic flights in the thirties. This concept would not have been feasible if it had not been for 
the flight engineers carried on these long over water flights. Transoceanic aerial navigation was in its infancy and was quite primitive. Maxi-
mum range and endurance were crucial, indeed, not only the success of the flights but the lives of the crew and passengers depended on flying 
the route then having sufficient fuel remaining to look for that tiny “dot of an island” if necessary. It was the flight engineer's duty to calculate 
the optimum altitude, airspeed, and power settings required to insure that they had that precious last bit of fuel. 
      The Army Air Corps had started carrying crew chiefs on some large aircraft in the late twenties; generally these men performed no duties 
in flight and were carried along mainly to affect repairs on the ground, if needed, when away from their home field. 
     These men did prove their value however, and this concept eventually developed into the crew position known as the Aerial Engineer, spe-
cialty code 2750, on the B-17 and B-24. While these were authorized crewmembers who were assigned important preflight and in-flight du-
ties, their in-flight duties were limited and they performed no performance calculations. In combat they manned a gun. They were basically 
mechanics with limited crew training. 
     In 1938, a mission involving several B-17's was made to South America on which there were several long legs between stops. These flights 
carried two extra pilots, one of whom acted as the navigator while the other three alternated as pilot, co-pilot, and cruise control monitor. One 
of these pilots was Curtis E. LeMay, who would later become Commander of the Strategic Air Command and ultimately Air Force Chief of 
Staff. On the ground they all pitched in on the maintenance, since they carried no mechanics. While no one was called a flight engineer, this 
does seem to be the first recorded use of crewmembers to specifically perform the duties of a full-fledged flight engineer in the Army Air 
Corps. 
     The Air Force Flight Engineer, as such, dates only from the introduction of long range aircraft such as the B-29 Super-Fortress and the C-
69 Constellation. These aircraft were so complex that the third crew position required formalized training. So urgent was the need for these 
trained flight engineers that the Air Corps had to turn to its civilian counterparts to obtain qualified instructors, training aids, and materials to 
implement a flight engineer training program. 
      At first it was planned that the flight engineer would be a cross-trained pilot. Cross-training was to require pilots of such aircraft to pro-
gress from flight engineer to co-pilot to pilot. At first this plan appeared feasible, but, from the standpoint of availability of personnel, primary 
interest, attitude, motivation, and particularly the absence of a technical background, the plan was not too successful. In actual practice, some 
pilots were assigned to flight engineer duties on a semi-permanent basis since this improved their proficiency as flight engineers. This policy 
was unpopular however with the pilots who were relegated to flight engineer duty. 
     In May 1944, a separate officer's specialty code, 1028, Aircraft Observer (flight engineer) was established, thus opening the door to non-
pilot officers as well as to pilots. 
     Another source of flight engineers was still needed. Since a large part of the flight engineer’s duties involved the technical operation of the 
engines and systems, it seemed only logical that aircraft mechanics would make a good source for potential flight engineers. With proper 
screening, this program was successful, for these men proved to be intelligent and highly motivated. Finally, they received wings, and in most 
cases, an officer's commission upon graduation from flight engineer training. 
     Army Air Corps policy vacillated on the subject of commissions. Apparently the War Department was only authorized a certain percentage 
of its force levels to be commissioned officers, therefore new pilots, navigators, bombardiers, and flight engineers frequently graduated as 

The Flight Engineer 
Badge was a qualifica-
tion badge of the 
United States Army 
Air Forces authorized 

late in the Second World War on 19 June 1945. It 
was awarded to those military officers and NCOs 
who had qualified as flight engineer on board a 
military aircraft. As aircraft grew increasingly com-
plex, the need arose for an in-flight specialist dedi-
cated to monitoring and operating the various sys-
tems. However, prior to the creation of their own 
distinctive wings, flight engineers wore aircrew 
wings. 
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commissioned officers from one class, flight officers (a rank similar to warrant officer) from another, and noncommissioned officers with the 
rank of Master Sergeant from still another. 
     A closely defined task analysis was begun in May 1944. The final job description combined elements from several other jobs, notably those 
of the aerial engineer, navigator, and pilot. By V-J Day the flight engineer position had developed into two principal functions. The first func-
tion is to operate and maintain, in flight, the engines and systems of the aircraft, and to perform certain preflight and post flight duties. This 
technical aspect of the flight engineer's job demands an intimate knowledge of the design features of a specific aircraft as well as a broad gen-
eral knowledge of aircraft engineering technology, and aircraft maintenance management procedures. 
     The second function of the flight engineer is to plan and calculate the aircraft performance for each phase of the flight; takeoff, climb, 
cruise, descent, and landing. This requires training in physics including aerodynamics, thermodynamics, statics, kinematics, and energy man-
agement. The flight engineer determines the power settings required for flight so as to obtain the optimum performance from the fuel on 
board. This task, called “cruise control,” involves procedures somewhat comparable to those in navigation and was a part of the initial plan-
ning of all tactical operations, since long-range missions were planned on the basis of optimum aircraft performance. Cruise control involves 
at least three phases – preparation of the flight plan, keeping a log during flight and in-flight revision of this plan to compensate for unforeseen 
changes. Today, much of the flight engineers duties have been taken over by computers. 
     Flight engineer training reached a peak in August 1945. With the cessation of hostilities training virtually came to a standstill. The rush to 
demobilization and inducements outside the service resulted in the loss of some of the more qualified flight engineers. Flight engineer schools 
were closed, no energetic career program was developed, and uncertainty existed concerning the professional status it should occupy. This was 
followed by the grounding of the remaining commissioned officer flight engineers in 1948. 
     Fortunately, a small group of officer flight engineers had continued to maintain a high interest in their specialty. This group provided com-
petent supervisory personnel for OJT training and the reopening of a school for noncommissioned officer flight engineers to provide for re-
placements and force expansion. Others were rightly justified for staff positions in combat organizations at squadron, wing, and command 
levels to supervise flight engineer activities and to formulate tactical plans. One successful commander utilized civilian aeronautical engineers 
and available flight engineers to analyze and provide answers to most of his operations and maintenance problems. In so doing he raised the 
educational level and value of the command's maintenance and operations personnel, and at the same time developed better methods for the 
tactical employment of his aircraft. 
     Then starting in 1952 it was decided that flight engineers assigned to the Strategic Air Command should be commissioned officers. A new 
officer's career field was developed, Aircraft Performance Engineer, AFSC 4344.  Aviation Cadets were sent to Mather AFB for 28 to 36 
weeks for Aircraft Performance Engineer School. Essentially the school consisted of intensive training in aircraft maintenance and the same 
training in aircraft performance that the noncommissioned officer flight engineers received. 
      Certain qualified noncommissioned officer flight engineers received direct commissions as Second Lieutenants, First Lieutenants, or Cap-
tains, depending on age, rank, experience, etc. The noncommissioned officers who did not qualify for a commission continued to fly as before, 
except that each crew had to contain at least one commissioned officer flight engineer. 
     Also in 1952, an experimental program was initiated wherein certain new enlistees in the Air Force who were not NCOs', but were the top 
graduates with high scores on the Armed Forces Aptitude test, were sent directly from aircraft maintenance school to flight engineer school 
without ever having had any practical experience as a mechanic. Most of these men did become successful flight engineers but mostly because 
they had superior intelligence levels and had been the top graduates from aircraft maintenance school. Their success notwithstanding, the con-
clusions drawn from the experiment were that new flight engineers should be experienced aircraft maintenance NCOs'. 
     In 1954 the Air Force was drawing similar conclusions regarding the officer flight engineers who had never had any previous maintenance 
experience. At this time, furthermore, the officer force was stricken with a Reduction In Force, which compounded the belief that flight engi-
neers should not be commissioned officers. In latter 1954 came the end of the commissioned officer flight engineers. Those officers who so 
chose were retrained as pilots (those who had been commissioned through the Aviation Cadet program only), navigators, bombardiers, or in 
non-rated specialties, while the rest were RIF'd back to a noncommissioned officer rank and continued their flight engineer duties. 
     From latter 1954 until the retirement of the B-36, the flight engineer continued to ride the crest of a popularity wave, since throughout the 
Air Force it was known that these men were indispensable to the defense of our country and until recently had been commissioned officers. 
     The outspoken and controversial commander of the Strategic Air Command of that time didn’t like having flight engineers. So using the 
reasoning that it would remove one man from harm’s way, he insisted that the B-52, which replaced the B-36 as this country's primary long-
range nuclear bomber, have no flight engineer. The reasoning was disingenuous since the aircraft carried bombs intended to kill millions of 
people, but the justification served its purpose. Although flight engineers were required on the KC-97 tankers, which the B-52's relied upon  
for in-flight refueling, the flight engineer was beginning to be deemed as unnecessary. 
     The piston-engined tankers of SAC were replaced by KC-135's, which like the B-52’s have no flight engineers, again because the com-
mander of SAC didn’t want flight engineers. Interestingly, a 1975 study, conducted through the Air Force Flight Safety Program, concluded 
that the B-52, which has eight engines, in-flight refueling, a complex fuel system with center-of-gravity shift issues, carries nuclear weapons, 
but no flight engineer, had an accident rate that was twenty times worse than the C-141! The same study found that the KC-135, which also 
does not have a flight engineer, had an accident rate that was sixteen times worse than the C-141, although they were basically similar four-
engine aircraft having much the same type long-range mission. 
     In the case of the KC-135, it seems incredible that there is no flight engineer since the aircraft is nearly identical to the Boeing 707, which 
does have a flight engineer. In fact it seems unlawful, since in 1948 the U.S. Congress ruled that all aircraft having more than 80,000 pounds 
gross weight must have a flight engineer on board as a regular member of the crew. This ruling was deemed necessary because of the increas-
ing complexity of large aircraft. An aircraft crash can be hazardous not only to the crew and passengers but also to the people on the ground 
over whom the aircraft fly. 
     Another SAC aircraft that begged for a flight engineer was the supersonic B-58. This aircraft had four afterburning engines, in-flight refuel-
ing, a serious center of gravity shift with fuel consumption/refueling, supersonic capability, and carried nuclear weapons over the U.S. and 
other countries. Worst of all, its Vmc was higher than its takeoff speed! This caused a few fatal crashes, one at the Paris Air Show in 1960! 
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Incredibly, it only had one pilot! It was screaming for a flight engineer! 
      In January 1967, the Air Force flight engineers AFSC was changed from A43174 to A43570C. In 1975 it was changed to A11370C and 
thus was finally recognized as belonging in a flying career field instead of in aircraft maintenance. At some point since then the AFSC has 
been changed to 1A1X1C. 
     The civilian flight engineer field has grown steadily since the early days of the “Clipper” flying boats. In 1956, with the arrival of commer-
cial jet aircraft, the Airline Pilots Association, ALPA, which represents the pilots of most scheduled air carriers, demanded that each jet carry 
three pilots on their crew. 
     A few airlines attempted to fly with four man crews, three pilots and one engineer, but this was found to be too costly. The airlines tried to 
get ALPA to back down but were unsuccessful. Then ALPA tried to get the Civil Aeronautics Board to accept the extra pilot in lieu of the 
flight engineer but the CAB insisted that the third crewmember must be a licensed flight engineer.  
     Their contract up for renewal at Eastern Airlines, flight engineers represented by the Flight Engineers International Association, FEIA, 
went out on strike. Acting in collusion with ALPA, Eastern started training pilots to be flight engineers, with much lower pay. The rate of hir-
ing, training and placing new people in the cockpits proceeded at a furious pace. 
     One Friday, a telegram was sent to all striking flight engineers demanding that they be present for duty at 0800 on Monday morning or they 
would be fired. Some flight engineers reported and some did not. Those who did not report were summarily terminated. Eastern then agreed to 
retain only those flight engineers who had reported for duty, however, they agreed to train them to subsequently become pilots. The new pilot-
type flight engineers were referred to as Second Officers. Their pay was somewhat less than the First Officer’s pay, whereas the old flight en-
gineer’s pay was somewhere between that of the First Officer and the Captain. 
     Following Eastern’s example, as the flight engineer’s contracts came up for renewal, the remaining airlines switched over to pilots trained 
as flight engineers. Since then, most scheduled U.S. airlines have flight engineers who are primarily pilots who have obtained a flight engi-
neers license to satisfy the FAA. The normal progression, then, is from second officer (flight engineer), to first officer (co-pilot), to captain 
(pilot). Because of its initiation of a fight by one union against another, ALPA was nearly expelled from the American Federation of Labor, 
AFL, 
     Interestingly, although ALPA had now won the war with FEIA over the qualifications of the third crewmember, pilot in lieu of mechanic, 
they had now inadvertently opened the question as to whether a third crewmember was even necessary. Airlines figured that if the third crew-
member’s duties were not all that technical they could get by with only two pilots instead of three. The truth is that second officers were only 
performing their duties at the new hire level and were only counting the days until they could move to the right seat. They had little interest in 
their flight engineer duties. 
     In the mid-sixties, two similar airplanes from competing manufacturers were being certified at the same time, the Boeing 737 with a three-
man cockpit and the Douglas DC-9 with a two-man cockpit. The 737 had a gross weight exceeding the 80,000-pound limit while the DC-9 
prototype was slightly less than 80,000 pounds. Since the DC-9 would only need a two-man crew, it would have a tremendous marketing ad-
vantage over the 737. The first 737’s went to Lufthansa Airlines and had a flight engineer’s panel. Mysteriously, on the eve of the completion 
of the DC-9 prototype the FAA changed its rule on the 80,000 pounds, to just whatever the FAA decided was too complex. Overnight the DC-
9’s maximum gross weight soared as did it’s sales. The 737’s certification was subsequently changed to allow two-pilot operation, and thus 
changed the outlook for flight engineers. 
     Now, 2006, most major scheduled airlines have new-generation aircraft having only two-man cockpits, the flight engineer having suppos-
edly been replaced by a computer. This appears to be a cost saving measure for the airlines, and for some maybe it has cut costs. It has cer-
tainly been widely used as a marketing factor by the manufacturers to the airlines. New-generation aircraft usually have only two engines but 
carry loads far exceeding first generation four-engine jets and having lower fuel costs due to engine improvements such as higher by-pass ra-
tios. But, as these new-generation jets age, maintenance of these complex electronic computer controlled aircraft becomes a nagging night-
mare. 
     Worse yet, safety in the new-generation jets is not as good as it could be and in some cases has been deplorable. The first fly-by-wire Air-
bus aircraft had a tendency to make perfect landings a hundred yards shy of the runway and to unaccountably shut down the engines in flight. 
     On September 3, 1998, a Swissair MD-11 had an electrical fire that the pilots were too busy to investigate or to extinguish. All on board 
died in the crash. They selected the wrong checklist amid other errors. While it is impossible to say that if a flight engineer had been on board 
they wouldn’t have crashed, however, most observers believe that a flight engineer would have made the critical difference. Neither of the 
pilots on board got out of their seat to fight the fire, or even look for it. They were simply overwhelmed. 
      The MD-11 is a development from the DC-10, which has a flight engineer. The MD-11 seems to be a perfect example of what happens 
when you get rid of the flight engineer. The MD-11’s safety record is so deplorable that the aircraft became a sales disaster and the production 
line was shut down. 
     Most non-scheduled U.S. airlines and other operators of large aircraft have followed a policy somewhat similar to the Air Force's regarding 
flight engineers. Their philosophy is that since they don't have regular routes and don't have maintenance facilities at many of their stopping 
points they want a Professional Flight Engineer, a PFE, who is also a licensed airframe and powerplant mechanic who can approve the aircraft 
for return to service following maintenance.  
      According to Federal Aviation Regulation, FAR, 43.3, an aircraft which has had maintenance performed must be approved for return to 
service, this can only be done by a U.S. certificated airframe and powerplant mechanic. The actual work, bending wrenches, may be per-
formed by anyone as long as he is supervised by a U.S. licensed mechanic. This is where the PFE is necessary, he doesn’t actually do the work 
but he does supervise it and then signs the logbook returning the aircraft to service. 
     Typically the flight engineer will hire a local aircraft mechanic to perform the actual maintenance, regardless of whether this is in the U.S. 
or abroad. The local mechanic, though possibly licensed, in most cases cannot legally return the aircraft to service, because according to FAR 
65.8 he must be familiar with that type of aircraft, so again, the flight engineer must supervise and sign the logbook returning the aircraft to 
service. 
     This is an important point that is frequently misunderstood, as many people have the erroneous notion that the PFE performs the actual 
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maintenance work. It would be impractical for him to literally perform the work as he would be wearing his expensive uniform and would not 
have the necessary tools with him. The purpose of having a PFE instead of a second officer, is so that he can legally return the aircraft to ser-
vice following maintenance performed by a local mechanic. 
     Some airlines (this verified by ATA and Kalitta Air) that operate on a non-scheduled basis but use pilot-type second officers instead of 
PFE’s, or they have new-generation aircraft which have only two-man cockpits, carry along a “Ride-On-Mechanic,” for the sole purpose of 
returning the aircraft to service following maintenance, should it become necessary. Thus, the cost saving measure of eliminating the flight 
engineer or using lesser-qualified second officers is a chimera because a mechanic must be carried along - and he occupies a fare paying pas-
senger’s seat as well! 
     For comparison purposes, in 2006, first year guaranteed pay figures for qualified crewmembers at Kalitta Air, which has a mix of both, 
PFE’s and second officers, are: 
Captain…………………………$65,148 
First Officer……………………$43,920 
Professional Flight Engineer…..$49,044 
Second Officer…………………$35,868 
Ride-On-Mechanic…………….$60,000 
     If a pilot is asked, “What’s a pilot?” He just answers, “I fly the airplane.” Everyone seems to know what this means and asks no more ques-
tions. Maybe someone will ask, “Who was flying the airplane when we took off? The co-pilot?” In these cases, the expression “fly the air-
plane” means to control the airplane about its three axes. However, as we’ve seen, flying the airplane is much more than simply controlling it 
about its three axes. On the Lockheed Electra, among other aircraft, neither pilot touches the throttles from taking the runway for the takeoff 
roll until turning final for landing. 
     One sticky question that has persistently been asked flight engineers is, “You’re a flight engineer? What’s a flight engineer?” If one simply 
says, “I’m responsible for the mechanical condition of the aircraft and operate the aircraft systems in flight,” it is guaranteed to elicit many 
follow-on questions. Probably the best answer is, “I’m one of the pilots.” This is a true statement too, since many flight engineers today are 
represented by the Airline Pilots Association, are scheduled by the pilot schedulers, report to the Chief pilot, are covered by the pilot’s con-
tract, and so on. 
     It has been said that the flight engineer career field has been the most turbulent in the entire Air Force and civil aviation, and history seems 
to bear this out. Since the inception of the flight engineer program, the usefulness of the flight engineer has been amply proven. This specially 
trained technician has demonstrated that by his help during emergencies, precise engine management, and knowledge of the aerodynamic fac-
tors that affect aircraft performance - the safety, range, load carrying ability of the aircraft, and overall mission reliability could be increased.    
Today at his station on the flight deck of some of our larger aircraft, the flight engineer remains an important and respected member of the 
team that “gets 'em there and brings 'em back.” 

     The Boeing Model 307 Stratoliner was the world's first high-altitude commercial transport and the first 
four-engine airliner in scheduled domestic service. With names like Rainbow, Comet, Flying Cloud and 
Apache, the Stratoliner set new standards for speed and comfort. 
     Its pressurized cabin allowed the airplane to soar above rough weather at an altitude of 20,000 feet -- 
higher than any other transport of its time. Its circular fuselage provided maximum space for the five crew 
members and 33 passengers. The nearly 12-foot-wide cabin had space for comfortable berths for overnight 
travelers. 
     The Stratoliners attracted the attention of multimillionaire Howard Hughes, who bought one for himself 
and transformed it into a "flying penthouse" with a master bedroom, two bathrooms, a galley, a bar and a 

large living room. Hughes sold it to a Texas oil millionaire, and it ended its days as a palatial, Florida-based houseboat. 
The Stratoliner was one of many airplane to have a Flight Engineer as a member of the crew. The engineer was responsible for maintaining 
power settings, pressurization and other subsystems, leaving the pilot free to concentrate on other aspects of flying the aircraft. 

     The flight crew of five comprised captain, first officer, radio officer, Flight Engineer and 
steward. Aft of the flight deck, in order, were the forward passenger compartment, lounge and 
two rear passenger compartments. Each passenger compartment could accommodate 8 seats or 6 
sleeping berths, and the lounge seated 12. Since the long distance payload was only 12 passen-
gers altogether, one can appreciate the declaration by one American observer that passengers 

'rattled around in the vast expanse of hull in a degree of comfort never known before'.  

 
 
Arnold (Willy) Willett has spent countless hours since 1993 helping local families make funeral plans for  military veterans. 
   On Monday, the city paid tribute to Willett's contributions as a volunteer by unveiling a commemorative tree, granite pillar and 

bronze plaque near the military wall at the Northern Lights Cemetery in northwest Edmonton. 
   Terry Wright of City of Edmonton Cemeteries said it's the first time the city has ever shown its appreciation for a volunteer in 

this way. "Willy is one of those special people that touch your life in ways you never could have imagined," Wright said. "To us, 
he is our angel, our role model and our friend." 
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Left to right. . .Larry Robinson, Henry Jenkinson, Jim Baker, 
Roy Duval, Frank Honey, Andy  _____, Fred Hilliar  

        
                from Frank Bodner 

TTT he miraculous crash of a Canadian Pacific Airliner on Mount 
Okanogan in December of 1950 and the search and rescue 
operation that followed. 

      Seeing Frank Honey’s picture in the last Propwash was a re-
minder to me of my RCAF Sea Island experience when Frank was a 
Corporal in change of a Land Search Team.  
     The Search and Rescue team Larry Robinson, Henry Jenkinson, 
Jim Baker, Roy Duval, Frank Honey, Andy  _____, Fred Hilliar and 
cameraman Mike Bodner climbed that mountain the following morn-
ing to get to the crash site. 
     The Sea Island Para Rescue team of Henry Jenkinson, Red 
Jameson and Del Wright made a night jump to the crash site within 
hours, to find that all the passengers had survived, although a bit 
shaken up. The two pilots were not so lucky as the nose and cockpit 
were demolished when the aircraft hit a tree and spun around to slide 
tail first into heavy brush. The Para Rescue team took charge, com-
forted the passengers and led them down the mountain the following 
morning. 
      The Land Search and Rescue teams’ purpose was to assist in the 
salvage and mark the crash site with a big yellow X so it would not 
be sited and reported again. 
      It just so happened that the fuel tanks had fuel in them and burn-
ing the fuselage seemed to be the best option.  Frank took charge, as 
he wanted to be the one to torch this airplane. The drain cocks were 
opened to allow the fuel to drain and I am certain that Frank had a 

gleam in his eye for the task. He insisted that he should be the one 
to torch the aircraft because it was too dangerous a task for us 
younger sprogs. This was understandable after years of fixing air-
planes; here was a chance of a lifetime to burn one up. I salvaged 
the A off the CPA tail section and it is in my photo album along 
with these pictures of the crash site. The actual torching of the plane 
was not as spectacular as would be expected. Fuel doesn’t evaporate 
as fast in cold weather, however, watching the aluminum burn like 
paper was an eye opener to most of the salvage team. 
     The crash occurred on  December 22, 1950, at Okanagan, British 
Columbia. A Canadian Pacific Airlines DC-3 aircraft, Flight 004, 
struck the mountain after descending below MDA on an instrument 
approach. Eighteen  people survived but the Pilot and Co-pilot per-
ished. 

   Willett, 74, was too ill to attend the event. He is in the final stages 
of mesothelioma, a rare form of cancer caused by exposure to asbes-
tos. 
   Willett joined the Royal Canadian Air Force in 1953 and served as a 

Flight Engineer. He was stationed in France, the Middle East and 
Ethiopia and later moved to Edmonton in 1971. After retiring from the 
forces in 1993, he volunteered with the military, the legion and the 
City of Edmonton, where he worked with cemeteries staff as the vol-
unteer military liaison. 
   Over the years, he helped 480 families with funeral arrangements, 

plot selection and honour guard services for deceased veterans. 
   "He would bring in all these poor widow ladies that had lost their 

husbands and he would help them pick a plot, said “Wright." And 
then he'd take them to the funeral home and get that looked after. 
   "On the day of their funeral, he'd have an honour guard for every 

military member so they weren’t forgotten. He spent hours and 
hours doing this for 15 years.”  
    During Monday’s ceremony, city councilor Ed Gibbons, chair-

man of the Edmonton Salutes Committee, told family members that 
appreciation for Willett’s caring and compassion couldn’t be ex-
pressed in words. 
    Local legion president Robert M. Torrie said Willett helped nu-

merous veterans obtain benefits they didn't know they were entitled 
to. "He took it right to heart. It almost became a calling ." said Torrie, 
president of the Kingsway branch of the Royal Canadian Legion. 
     In late June, Willett received a special commendation from the 
Department of Veterans Affairs for his volunteer work on behalf of 
veterans. Giselle Willett said her husband was to ill to travel to Cal-
gary to receive the award, so it was presented at their home. 
     She recalled her husband's first volunteer work in 1993 involved 
visiting sick veterans or driving them to various appointments. He 
would also arrange for buses to trans port shut-in legion members to 
functions such as Remembrance Day and Victory in Europe Day. 
     Giselle Willett said she was touched by Monday afternoon’s 
dedication ceremony honouring her husband. “We didn’t realize that 
he had such a big impact on so many people. He did a lot of good 
for a lot of people.” 
Sadly, Willy Willett succumbed to his illness on August 23, 2008. M y ex-wife started taking flying lessons about the time our 

divorce started and she got her license shortly before 
our divorce was final, later that same year. Yesterday afternoon 
I got a phone call, that she narrowly escaped injury in the air-
craft she was piloting. Seems she was forced to make an emer-
gency landing in Hamilton because of bad weather. Thank God 
the kids weren’t with her. The CAAB issued a preliminary re-
port, citing pilot error: She was flying a single engine aircraft in 
IFR conditions while only having obtained a VFR rating. The 
absence of post-crash fire was likely due to insufficient fuel on 
board. No one on the ground was injured. The following photo-
graph was taken at the scene to show the extent of damage to 
her aircraft. She was really lucky! 
 

don’t care who you are,  

that’s funny!!!!! 
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            By Jack Cryderman 

I  began my flying experience in 1955 as a Crewman at Sea Is-
land. My first job was as the VIP Crewman on Dakota 485. This 

Darkota was reported to have been used in the dessert as its exterior 
skin was badly pitted. This turned out to be a good thing for me as 
the exterior was painted to hide the skin problem. Therefore it did 
not need to be waxed and polished. 
     During the days I worked as a Fitter and on week ends or nights, 
I was a Crewman. The normal trips were to Victoria to take VIP's to 
a party at the Lieutenant Governors. 
     To receive the $30.00 a month flying pay, one must be proficient 
as a Crewman. To check one's proficiency, you had to go to the 
leader of each trade to be examined. The Exam was an oral exam, so 
if they found that you were weak in any area's they would ask more 
questions in these area’s. 
     Later I branched out to become a Crewman on the Beech 18 (Bug 
Smasher). When flying in this aircraft, we had to wear a parachute 
harness as you could not stand up straight enough in the aircraft to 
put on a harness, however the tail plane was very close to the exit 
door so it would have been dicey to jump out. None of the other 
transport aircraft carried parachutes. Some time later, the require-
ment for a parachute was dropped. 
     Next I became a Crewman on the Canso. This was a lot of fun 
playing on the water and picnic lunches on the beach. 
     The Flight Engineer position was open to Aero Engine & Air 
Frame Technicians at this time because this is where most problems 
would spring up with our Aircraft. However, in later years as the 
engines became more reliable and the airframes were less problem-
atic, the trade opened up to the electrical trade as electrical problems 
headed the top of the unserviceable problems list. Although we had 
Flight Engineers at this time their trade classification was either  
A. E. or A.F. Technician. 
     In May 1956, I was training to be a Canso F.E., but in July, the 
three of us Leading Aircraftmen, Ceased Training  as ordered by 
someone in Ottawa. The Canso Course was run solely out of Sea 
Island. Previous Flying Boat Courses had been conducted at Pat Bay 
(Victoria) using the ex-Air Force hangar with the brick administra-
tion building used as the barrack block for everyone. 
     In April 1959, the Flight Engineer duties were officially classi-
fied as a Trade, FE Trade 091. 
     In 1963, I was back at Sea Island crewing on Dakota's and the 
new flying boat, the Albatross. The technical courses were all held at 
Trenton and covered all trades. 
     Someone in Ottawa decided that us Crewmen should be tested to 
see if we were suitable to be in a flying job. If I can remember cor-
rectly, there was a lot of reading of gauges in a short time period. It 
was rumored at this time that the Army Service Corp was in charge 
of the Flight Engineer Trade. Shortly thereafter, there came a name 
change for our Crewman's job to Flight Technician on the Albatross. 
In addition, we got to wear an Airman's Flying Badge and we were 
restricted to proficiency on one aircraft only. Prior to this time, some 
of us were also current on Dakotas and Albatross aircraft. 
     In  theory, the progression for the Flight Engineer Trade was that 
you would have to start as a Crewman, then Flight Engineer on twin 
engine aircraft then on to four engine aircraft. It was alright as a the-
ory but it was just not workable. It took just as long to become com-
petent on a twin engine aircraft as on a four engine aircraft. When 
new engineers were required for the four engine aircraft, they se-
lected them from anywhere they could get volunteers. This tended to 
leave those already in the trade sitting in wait. 
     In 1965, Sea Island closed as contractors were still working on 

upgrades to the Station buildings. 121 Squadron, Communications 
& Rescue with their Dakotas and Albatross's moved to Comox. The 
Flying Boat School for the Albatross was now located at Comox . 
Some of the people taking the Flight Technician training were ex-
Box Car (C-119) Flight Engineer's and some of them were not 
happy campers. After completing this course some of the ex-Box 
Car Engineers went flying on the Albatross but most went back to 
their units to wait. 
     A surplus of Box Car Flight Engineers occurred when approxi-
mately 30, C-119s, were replaced by 24 Hercules aircraft that car-
ried a larger load, farther and faster. However it happened that the 
demand for airlift grew to meet and exceed the capacity of the fleet. 
So the result was that the fleet size was increased and updated over 
the years. 
     In 1967, the annual check rides were conducted by Air Standards 
Unit rather than being done by the Unit Leader. 
     So us Flight Tech's had  a change of name to Flight Engineer in 
February 1967. 
     I graduated as a Hercules Flight Engineer in December of 1967. 
But someone in Ottawa issued an order to send those Corporals back 
to their units because they did not want them. 
     In January of 1968, I was back in Comox at my old job as the 
Corporal F.E leader of 14 Hellier Corporals. Someone in Ottawa 
decreed that our Section had no establishment for a rank of Ser-
geant. But we always had a Sergeant up to that time. I became the 
senior member in this section. 
     In July of 1968, 121 KU Squadron got a name change to 442 T& 
R Squadron as all squadrons were now allotted a 400 series number. 
     In about 1968, our Dakotas were to be taken out of service. 
     I was back on the Hercules F.E. Course in July,1969. Seen as 
more than a year had elapsed since the first Course, I needed to be 
recoursed. I graduated for the seconded time in November and was 
then posted to 435 squadron, at Namaio. 
     In about 1970, the Albatross was being replaced because the air-
craft had main spar corrosion. The replacement aircraft was the Buf-
falo that Canadair could not sell however it turned out to be one of a 
number of those great long-life aircraft. 
     When I arrived at 435 squadron, I was informed that as I was still 
a Corporal and the C.O. did not want me flying on his Aircraft. This 
was the incentive for me to obtain my DOT Aircraft Maintenance 
and F.E. license. After writing the basic AME license exam, I was 
given endorsements for the aircraft that I had worked on. For my 
F.E. license, I received endorsements for the Canso and Hercules. 
     Eventually, someone in Ottawa decided that it was permissible to 
promote trained Hercules Corporals. During this timeframe, there 
was some arrangement with the Navy that their aircraft trades peo-
ple could remuster to the F.E trade. My guess is that this was a con-
tributing factor to the poor decisions that were being made regarding 
the use of existing F.E.s 
    In April, 1975, I completed the Boeing 707 Flight Engineer's 
Course and had my DOT license endorsed for the 707. I was trans-
ferred to 437 Transport Squadron Trenton in May 1975.. 
     I took my release from the service in May, 1976 and returned to 
civilian life. 
     I would be pleased if anyone can add more insight or 
needed corrections on my views of the FE trade. It might help cur-
rent F.Es understand how the post Second World F.E's came into 
existence. I can only assume that there must be one or two people 
out there that know what was going on back then in the back rooms 
of HQs. as it applied to the Flight Engineer Trade. If more informa-
tion in this regard was forthcoming, it could really be a big help in 
writing the F.E.'s history over the past 50 years. 
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 by    Jeannine Arsenault  RMW (Retired Military Wife) 
    

I  read every Propwash that J.P. receives. "The Fallen Eagle" section brings back a lot of memories. After reading the last Propwash, Bruce 
Dyer the editor, said he wanted more stories. How about an F/E's wife's perspective? This might be the first and the last or maybe not even 

the first. Here are my thoughts of being a serviceman's wife for 37 years , twenty four of those years as an F/E's wife. 
     Recently, after going through J.P.'s log books from 1967 to 1991, they're all historical to me. The places he's been are unimaginable to a lot 
of Canadian citizens. The first entry is very historical: 
 Month   Day  Aircraft  Captain  Duty 
 August  09,1968   Buffalo 9458 Foster  O.T.F. 
 August  09,1968  Buffalo 9454        Foster  O.T.F. 
     August 9tth didn't mean much to me until six years later, August 09, 1974,  when a Canadian Buffalo aircraft was shot down over Syria. The aircraft had been at 116 
A.T.U. in Ismailia.  At that time, I was the librarian at CFB Comox. My boss was Gary Foster, the pilot of the ill-fated Buffalo aircraft. Before going back to flying, 

Gary was the Base Housing Officer who was also in charge of the Base Library. I remember that Gary loved sailing so 
during his tenure we ordered quite a few books on sailing. The accompanying picture from a newspaper clipping, shows 
Gary and I at the library which was then located upstairs in the Rec. Centre. Gary was very appreciative that I converted the 
library into the Dewey Decimal System. I can't recall the names of those who perished on that fateful day on August 09,1974, 
but the Memorial Service will always remain in my thoughts. I was an unknown in this great tragedy but four months later J.P. 
was transferred to 116 A.T.U. Then, as a military wife, you sort of didn't show emotions. Our family was apprehensive none-
theless. While J.P. was away from December 1974 to May 1975, our communications were by cassette tapes which I mailed 
to him ( I even taped hockey games). We also used aircraft communication where I would say:"Hello,” "Over.” He would 
say: "How are you?,” "Over,” etc . I was told that the whole world could hear what you said so our conversations were quite 
limited. The kids loved that though. Many pictures were taken of tent living in Ismailia. Once in a while we look at them and 
reminisce. It seemed that in those days, aircrew and groundcrew shared a lot. They got along quite well. While our husbands 

were away some of us wives shared stories and you might say we were probably the first family support centre. We would meet once or twice a month, even Edie Prime 
taught us to paint like Leonardo DaVinci, Ha! Ha! I still have that painting, it means a lot to me. I wish I could remeber the ones who were at those sessions, it sure 
helped coping with the different situations we were in. 
     Going back to the 60's, in the summer of 1967, J.P., who as an airframe technician, was transferred from Moose Jaw to St Hubert, Quebec to train as a Flight Engineer.  
Over the years, JP experienced many glory days as well as tragic ones.. JP would never reveal to us what his missions were but if it was a good  rescue, we could see the 
real-good-feeling look on his face. Another one of those tragedies occurred in October of 1980, (if I remember correctly). A Hercules from CFB Trenton on a Search 
and Rescue mission crashed near Shibougamou, Quebec. The Hercules pilot was Dave Salmon (a good friend and fellow motorcycle pal of J.P.'s). Oddly enough, 
what I remember most is that the Flight Engineer, "Bing "Crosby survived. There, also, the Memorial service will always remain in my thoughts. 
     I remember a session in Trenton and Greenwood where aircrew wives were invited to experience what their husbands experienced on different flights. Those 
sessions were very informative and educational. I truly enjoyed the plane rides. 
     J.P. was in the military for 37 years. As a family we lived in six provinces, and visited ten. We made friends in all provinces. I find that our children were more 
knowledgeable and more aware of their environment than our families' and civilian friends' children. Was it because of their experiencing different cultures and environ-
ments? Who knows? To this day, we still visit or correspond with these friends. As a matter of fact, I just visited with another F/E family, Al and Margie Belliveau in 
Greenwood, Nova Scotia. We've known them since 1967 at St. Hubert, Quebec. 
     This is a long report but I've read a lot longer ones in your reports. F/E wives, stay tuned! 
     P.S. For me, when August 9h rolls around, it's quite a "Remembrance Day" which is also "Peace Keeping Day" 
     Another P.S.: As the FE trade seems to be slowly disappearing ,"Lest We Forget", continue the good work in keeping this trade alive through  "Prop 
wash." Sorry if I didn't mention anyone's rank as I can't remember which rank these fine men were. To me and to many wives, rank didn't mean much.
    First F/E Wife: “Is your house decorated in early Hercules?” 
    Second F/E Wife: “Oh!, No!.” “Our home is decorated in Modern Aurora.”  
    First F/E Wife: "I guess your husband didn't travel much!”    

O n Friday at noon, members picked up their registration packages at the Westerly Hotel where an informal gathering with a lot of “good to 
see you” and “remember when’s.”  Friday evening kicked off with a Meet and Greet at 888 Wing Comox with bus service from the Ho-

tel for the out of town members. With over a 100 in attendance, members were present from across Canada along with a couple of half-wingers 
who flew during WW11 and in the late forties on Cansos and Catalina’s. 
     A sit down buffet served by Joyce Hallowell and volunteer members was more like a full meal consisting of beef, turkey, seafood and other 
side dishes. Old friends got a chance to meet and swap stories from years gone by. Bus service was provided back to the hotel.  
     On Saturday morning, a tour of 442 & 407 Squadrons was provided by serving F.E.'s. From all reports, it was enjoyed and appreciated. Bus 
service was provided from and to the hotel. 
     The Saturday evening Banquet was attended by 80 or more people. The menu offered a choice of chicken or prime rib, and from all reports 
was very well received.  Pat Smith, our MC, introduced the guess speaker, Col. John Challender (ret), our Comox Valley wine connoisseur, 
who gave an informative presentation, highlighting past encounters with some of those in attendance. The evening was capped off with dance 
and general camaraderie.  
     On Sunday morning, a breakfast brunch was attended by more than 60 people, followed by an update from our national committee, Geoff 
Brogden and Mac MacGregor. 
     The planning of the reunion started in 2006 when Comox volunteered to host the 2008 event. A committee was formed made up of Russ 
Boutilier, Phil Cashman, Denny Cock, Fred Goldie, Alex Gray, Herb Lightfoot, Pat Smith, Jack Trent, Dixie Walker, and spearheaded by John 
Wood. Planning started with the what, where and when.  
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     Booking a venue for a banquet and breakfast two full years in advance, with no confirmed numbers for guest list, was not without turbu-
lence. Few suitable venues are available in the Comox Valley, and those that are, needed a full commitment of numbers by two weeks in ad-
vance. A minimum number of guests had to be committed to forgo a room surcharge. As the deadline approached and passed, a shortfall 
seemed likely and registrations were very slow to arrive, hence, a few (or many) more gray hairs for the committee. With a great sigh of relief, 
the banquet numbers were finally reached. A number of last minute entries brought attendance to an acceptable level for the banquet. The 
breakfast numbers fell short, but by the good graces of the hotel, they let us off with a reduced fee.  
     Keep in mind that for future reunions, timely registration received at least by the stated deadline, enables the organizing committee to meet 
venue-timing restraints. This enables final details to be worked out early, making their task easier and assuring a successful reunion. 

 
 

T he first of April 2009 will mark 50 years since the Flight Engineer became classified as a trade in the military. There was a need 
at that time and indeed there were people filling the position of the engineer, as was the case since and before the end of WW11. 

But up to that point, the FE was a classification, and perhaps carried an  “acting rank, whilst so employed”. Advancement in rank was 
earned through the maintenance system, so in reality, as soon as one left the hangar floor he was forgotten, and therefore promotions 
were scarce. Subsequent to 1 April 1959, the competition was among the engineers. It also stopped the policy of returning to the main-
tenance organization after a flying tour on a particular aircraft, in which case you would loose your “acting rank” if you had one and 
also your flying pay, prior to moving on to another aircraft. 
     Becoming a trade was a great step forward. Much has happened between then and now, so let’s celebrate. 
     We encourage all centres to have whatever form of celebration they choose. We here at Trenton, have planned a mixed mess dinner 
with all the bells and whistles, pomp and ceremony etc, and because of the interest, we have included a Meet & Greet as well. We in-
vite F.E's from coast to coast to join us, and make this truly an event to remember. 
     Our Meet & Greet will take place on Friday June 12, 2009 beginning at 1800 at the Trenton Air force Wing.  A mixed mess dinner 
and dance, officially known as a “Mixed Dining In”, will be held on Saturday, June13, 2009, beginning at 1800 on base at the Astra 
Lounge (North half of the WO & Sgts Building). 
     Dress  - Meet & Greet - Wing dress code, casual, although old uniforms / flying suits encouraged.  Dinner Dance – Jacket & tie or 
Association dress (with miniature medals).  Uniform (white shirt & bow tie) Mess kit. 
     Total cost $75.00  per person.  Meet & Greet with finger foods Friday, and Dinner Dance Saturday, which includes a Dinner menu 
of Beef or Chicken plus all wines, and corsages for the ladies.    (Meet & Greet only - $15.00) 
 
Bruce has designed a logo, and a “pin” that has been produced to commemorate the event. The pin will be available for $3.00 each at registra-
tion at the Air force Wing. 

Please fill in the following form and send with appropriate moneys to register. 
Name___________________________  Spouse / Guest ________________________ 

 
Address _______________________ City & Prov.____________________________ 

 
Postal code ______________  Phone __________________ E-mail ______________ 

Please indicate meal preference Beef____ or Chicken ___ 
Cheque or money order payable to - FE 50th Anniversary 

                      Mail to  ----- Ray McIntosh 
                         61 Nicholas St. 
                         Trenton  ON  K8 V 4 H7 

Plans are also afoot to have a rededication of our Cairn, Saturday morning at 1100. 
Accommodations 

  Yukon Lodge 
     Accommodation Services by phone at (613)392-2811 ext 4188; toll free 877 GO YUKON (1-877-469-8566)  
or via email ReservationsDesk@forces.gc.ca. 
  Two picture I.D. required – Retired Military I.D. plus – eg. Drivers license. 
A block of 30 rooms have been reserved. – Room 45.00 + tax = $47.25 
  Holiday Inn – (613) 394-4855         401 Exit 526, Glen Miller Rd., Trenton 
  Room -  $108.95  + 10%  (block of 10 till 21 May 2008) 
 Park Motel – (613) 392-1251           276 Dundas East, Trenton 
 Single room – 72.00 + tax.   Double – 98.00 + tax. 
  Comfort Inn -  (613) 965-6660          401 Exit 526,  Glen Miller Rd., Trenton 
  They are booked up for that week end. 
 Days Inn – (613) 392-9291              (Old Copperfields)  10 Trenton St., Trenton 
 Room $89.95 + tax = $98.95 – Queen bed and Continental Breakfast 
  Travelodge  - (613) 965-6789              598  Old Highway # 2,  Trenton 
  Room – one bed - $99.99  -- 10% off  for CAA or AAA  + tax. 
 Guest Inn  - (613) 392-2566                265  Dundas St. East,  Trenton 
 Room  - one bed - $70.00  + tax 
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Willy Willett 
     Willy was born June 12, 1934, in Dimock Creek, Quebec and 
spent 38 years in the RCAF , serving in NATO and across Canada 
with his last years spent as an FE with 435 Squadron at Edmonton, 
Alberta. 
     After retirement, he joined the Royal Canadian Legion Kingsway 
Branch and was the service officer for 15 years where he did a great 
job, helping hundreds of Veterans and their families with pensions 
and  benefits.  

F Neil (Nick) Francis 
     RCAF Sdn Ldr (ret), died unexpectedly Thursday, August 7, 
2008, of complications following surgery for sarcoma. He died 
working hard to get well, helping the magnificent medical team 
around him. His great heart could not overcome the trauma caused 
by a C Difficile bacterial infection contracted in hospital. Delight in 
things that fly, the joy of reading, sharing music and good food, 
walking the island roads, volunteering, Nick loved his life on Gali-
ano over twenty beautiful and fulfilling years and wished to honour 
community in every way. Before arriving on the island, Nick had 
already succeeded in several careers as a pilot, educator, aviation 
historian, children's author and many more. 
     Nick was prominent (6'5") and very busy (Argus Conversion 
Unit, CFI, president of the mess committee, etc). He also went on 
exchange with the US Navy at Pax River and thought that he was 
the first Canadian to get checked out on the P3A Orion. 
     Nick's RCAF experience included time onboard an extraordinary 
range of aircraft: Harvard, Texan, Beech Expeditor, B-25 Mitchell, 
MR Lancaster, P2V7 Neptune, Dakota, Canso, H-21 Helicopter, 
Chipmunk, North Star, Shackleton, Nimrod, T-33, Canadair Argus, 
Bell and Sea King Helicopters, P3A Orion, plus time aboard a Bay 
Class Mine Sweeper, Tribal Class Destroyer, and an A Class Sub-
marine. That totals 4,750 hours aloft in his logbook.  
     Before that, Nick had joined Air Cadets underage at 13, and then 
served 7 years in the Princess Louise Dragoon Guards army reserve 
unit. After leaving the Canadian Forces, Nick got his private pilots 
license and flew Piper PA-28's for a while at Carp where we lived 
near Ottawa. He found precision flying more fun than having a ride 
to someplace, plus he had trouble shelling out for what he'd been 
paid to do. 
     Once, flying a desk in Ottawa in 1973 and following a brief stint 
with Naval Ops there on Class C callout, his involvement in avia-
tion continued post-military. Nick became an educator with the Na-
tional Museum of Science and Technology and gave tours around 
the National Aviation Museum from 1979 to visiting pre-schoolers 
through international aviation experts. Within a few years, he be-
came Head of Education for the new building, setting up the first 
visitor programs for the museum. Suddenly he found that he was 
spending time with budgets and committees and retired once again.  
     He moved far away to Galiano Island in BC to make sure it 

Bruce O’Neil 
     Bruce was born in Bathurst, New Brunswick, on September 25, 
1939, He joined the RCAF in 1957. Bruce flew initially as a crew-
man on the DC-3 and Bristol Freighters and then went on to fly as a 
Flight Engineer on Twin Huey’s and then C-130’s with 435 Squad-
ron . He retired in 1984. After his retirement he drove school busses 
for Briggs out of St Albert and provided the bus that was used for 
the FE Reunion at the Edmonton Inn. 
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Eternal rest grant them O Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them. 

We extend our sincere condolences to the families and 
friends of these comrades who recently passed away. 

Fal l en  EaglesFal l en  EaglesFal l en  Eagles    

 Neil Francis (Nick)  August 07, 2008. 
    Willet, W. (Willy)  August 23, 2008. 
 Bruce O'Neil  September 03, 2008.  
 Furlotte (Mel)    September 10, 2008. 
    Bill King   September 27, 2008. 

 

stuck. When Kids Can Press persuaded him in 1986 to write 
"Superflyers", Nick included all kinds of paper airplanes and kites 
along with an introduction to aerodynamics. Nick wrote the book 
that he had wanted when he was eight: a book that a kid could use 
without adult help to build great flyers out of ordinary household 
stuff. Sales took off, editions appeared in four languages and critical 
acclaim poured in from children and grown-ups alike. Superflyers 
sold 35,000 copies, with another 50,000 copies in a revised version 
in 1996, and is still listed today in the Kids Can catalogue (look for 
Paper Airplanes and Other Super Flyers by "Neil Francis"). As a 
school flunker with dyslexia, Nick was truly astounding. Nick met 
Christopher Terry in Ottawa through shared passions with the Cana-
dian Aviation Historical Society. He helped encourage Chris to take 
on directorship of NAM and remained fast friends through the 
spring when Chris came out to visit him on his final pre-retirement 
trip as head of all the technology museums in Ottawa. Chris and I 
had already been talking about museum affairs. Nick had become a 
lifetime member of the museum society some years ago. It would be 
a pleasure to work with some of you to receive whatever will find a 
good home from Nick's archives. 
     When an Aurora from Comox went by, Nick would always say, 
“there are a couple of guys in that cockpit who are smiling from ear 
to ear and having the time of their lives.” His family would love for 
them to beat up the community hall on Sep 20, but that isn't what 
operational budgets allow for these days, is it? They plan to give 
Nick's ashes a last flight through the slip stream of a Pratt and Whit-
ney engine (on a Beaver, not a Harvard - sigh) over the island here. 
That is much easier to arrange.  
  

Tally -- Ho! Ho! Ho!  


